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Venue:
Ramsgate Boating Pools

Shoot Date:
Thursday 8th May (times TBC)

Recce/meet & greet:
Tuesday 22nd April

Further credits to be mentioned when published.....
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COLOURS
Bright and vibrant with neon highlights. To include:

MATERIALS/KEYWORDS:
Bamboo, wicker, rattan, wood, greenery- moss, fern, tropical flowers, palm leaves.

If you want to see the Pinterest board then let Rebecca Douglas know and she will 
add you to it as it’s secret, OBVIOUSLY ;) 

Neon pink, orange and yellow with a 
darker, non-neon, emerald green

Where actual neon cannot be achieved
then a bright shade as close to neon is
fine

As close as I can get to neon in CMKY, sorry!



Colours This shoot is to revolve heavily around neon. The neon will need to be used carefully otherwise it will be too much. We will have a gold
metallic accent colour throughout which can be used for both the jewellery and other styling aspects.
The colours we will use are: neon pink, neon green, neon orange and gold. If other colours are in minor details then this is fine but the main colours
with effect should be these.

Tropical Birds  The main source of visual inspiration for this shoot is Tropical Birds. Everything about them will be coming into the vibe of 
this shoot: flightiness, freedom, bright, neon, colourful, textures, natural, survival, carefree, climate,patterns, feathers, and so on.

Rainforest  The natural habitat of some of the worlds most exotic birds. We will need to bring the rainforest to this shoot, in such a way that
it is abstract enough to not be predictable. Tropical flowers (to be discussed) ,giant leaves, ferns and green foliage will need to be present and play a part 
in several of the key shots on the day (but not all). The greenery will also be used on some styled sets ie: table setting etc. Sally*-Consider floral necklaces/
garlands (I very much like this idea, again, reminds me of a tribal ceremony)

Semi-tribal vibes When it comes to the styling, we will have a wealth of inspiration I am sure. One concept that I would like us to
consider for accents on styling is tribal vibes. Consider temporary tattoos, henna markings, glowsticks and large, elaborate jewellery.

Human Relations  The models, if they can, would be less sweet and loving and more lustful and serious. There of course, needs to be
warm and obvious love between them but I see this as more of an irresistable chemistry thing. Think animal instincts, lust and passion, desire and need 
and sexuality.

Bold &bright but balanced  The whole thing needs to be bold, bright and rich in colour and texture but it also needs to
remain balanced. iE; we must not ‘overload’ a shot with too much rich stimuli and focus. We can pick and choose on props and accessories on the day
so this should not be a problem too much.

Contrast vs camouflage  The way I see this shoot is one of double vision. I would like to be able to execute both. One look would
be the vivid, bright content against stark, clean white backdrops- CONTRAST and the other would be the vivid, bright content within a set inspired by it’s
origin- CAMOUFLAGE- ie: tropical trees, leaves, plants, bark, bamboo?, steam (smoke machine?) etc. If we could achieve both of these looks to some degree
that would be great.

Fashion-led  This shoot is a fashion-led shoot that is highly trend based and wouldn’t look out of place in a glossy fashion magazine. The
subjects we are shooting are a bride and groom but the industry that we are pitching in does not need to limit us. We need to find the balance between
the fashion and the message of marriage here, pushing the boundaries of what we have seen before.
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SHOOT LIST
The dress will remain the same throughout

Look one:

Hair-  Up in a dramatic, structured style, using influence from the bird of paradise theme
Makeup-  Striking but subtle so as not to overdo with the dramatic hair
Acess- Consider some subtle use of single floral heads/fern/other to add to the hair or other
Setting- The birdcage and large wicker chair

Look two:

Hair-  Let hair down
Makeup- As before but perhaps a re-worked look
Access- Statement floral necklace
Setting- Beaded backdrop and ad hoc. Also, against white walls

Look three:

Hair-  Down and perhaps a soft loose plait with the end coming round over her shoulder 
Makeup- Statement makeup- bold, dramatic and defined with feather eyelashes
Acess-  Ad hoc to see what works
Setting-  tropical- use of sea-scape maybe

OTHER SHOTS:
Macro shots, details, decor, cake, stationery, florals off-body etc




